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1. Introduction
Parkinsonian dysarthria is generally known under the name of hypokinetic dysarthria.
Dysarthria, according to Darley et al (1969), is characterized by all speech disorders related to
disturbances of muscular control of the speech organs, whose origin is a central or peripheral
nervous system injury. So we must understand by dysarthria all failures related to either
different levels of speech production (respiratory, phonatory, articulatory and even prosodic).
Parkinsonian dysarthria, meanwhile, is mainly based on rigidity and hypokinesia. That’s why
it is considered as « hypokinetic » (Darley et al., 1975; Gentil et al., 1995). This term refers not
only to reduction of articulatory movements but also to decreasing of speech prosody
modulation described as monotonic (Viallet & Teston, 2007). Parkinsonian dysarthria arises,
like other signs of Parkinson’s disease, the depletion of dopamine in charge of phonatory
incompetence by muscular hypokinesia. It is a major handicap factor that may compromise in
long-term oral communication of the patient, as worsening over the course of the disease,
responding less well to treatment and thereby posing additional difficulties in support. So we
thought to better assess this dysarthria in order to gain a better understanding and improve
management. This assessment can be done by perceptual analysis. She could also be done by
various instrumental methods (acoustic and physiological) focusing on one of the speech
production levels mentioned above. Such studies are numerous in literature and we will
report some examples in this chapter. What is more rare in literature is assessment of
parkinsonian dysarthria in study combined several levels as might allow, for example, the
dual approach appealing to physiology of speech production with firstly an aerodynamic
component related to pneumophonic coordination (respiratory and phonatory levels) and,
secondly, an acoustic component in relation to phonoarticulatory coordination (phonatory and
articulatory levels). Through this chapter we want show that it is possible to assess
appropriately parkinsonian dysarthria by using aerodynamic parameters that combine
respiratory and phonatory levels, so such an experiment that we report in this chapter after
having reviewed main methods of evaluation.
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2. Perceptual analysis
Perceptual analysis is subject to a large degree of subjectivity and inter or intra individual
differences. However it can capture all functions involved in speech production system and
is main foundation of parkinsonian dysarthria evaluation. On perceptual side, major
disorder of parkinsonian speech is dysprosody. Prosody is defined as using of three vocal
parameters (pitch, intensity and duration) which variations contribute to emotional and
linguistic information. Parkinsonian voice is often described as low, monotonous, altered in
timbre, too slow with hoarse character and difficult starting (Hartelius & Svensson, 1994). In
addition articulations’problems were reported including a certain loss of identity of
phonemes, the most suitable example being realization of plosives (/ t /, / d /) as fricatives
(/ s /, / z /) due to insufficient closure of vocal tract (Robert & Spezza, 2005). These
disorders can occur very early during disease’s course, perhaps as early as the clinical onset
of it even at the presymptomatic stage (Harel et al., 2004). Dysphonia is first manifestation
that appears early. It is secondarily complemented by articulatory disorders and airflow
dysfunctions (Ho et al. 1998; Logeman et al., 1978). However articulatory disorders and
airflow dysfunctions alter intelligibility more than dysphonia. Chronological order of
disorders appearing suggests abnormalities progression down to up of the vocal tract
during disease’s course. Disorders begin at laryngeal level and end with bilabial constriction
via lingual and palate constriction also. In all cases, perceptual marks of parkinsonian
dysarthria were well reported by Selby (1968). Points of emphasis disappear, voice volume
decreases, while consonants pronunciation is deteriorating and sentence ends in a whisper.
At clinical onset of parkinsonian dysarthria, voice is low, monotonous (no variation in
height). After, progressive worsening of dysarthria leads to inaudible and unintelligible
diction. In some cases general slowness of movement is also reflected in speech rate. In
others cases patients talk quickly, tangle words and sometimes carry words acceleration
until sentence ending, imitating feast walking. Perceptual disturbances of Parkinsonian
speech could also be summarized by identifying two clusters. On the one hand, a main
cluster of prosodic insufficiency that combines monotony of pitch and intensity, accent
reduction, quick acceleration, variable flow and consonants imprecision. On the other hand,
an accessory cluster of phonatory incompetence that is related to voice disturbances.
Despite large amount of information it provides, perceptual analysis must be supplemented
by more objective methods of assessment.

3. Acoustic analysis
Instrumental methods are generally limited in their analysis field. Despite this limitation,
they allow, from quantified data, complex functions evaluation and objective comparisons
between patients and normal subjects.
On acoustic side, perceptual impressions physical basis of Parkinsonian dysarthria have
been studied by measuring several parameters.
3.1 Fundamental frequency
Measurements of voice fundamental frequency (F0) reported mixed results. However, most
studies concluded that a F0 average increase in PD patients during sustained vowel, text
reading or spontaneous speech (Flint et al. 1992; Hertrich & Ackermann, 1993; Robert &
Spezza, 2005). For example, Ludlow and Bassich (1984) found a F0 average of 165.8 Hz for
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PD patients while F0 average value for control subject apparied in age and sex was 143.2 Hz.
As well Canter (1963) found F0 average values of 129 Hz for patients and 106 Hz for normal
subjects. F0 increased with disease severity (Metter & Hanson, 1986). Nevertheless, other
studies have clearly demonstrated a F0 average reduction (Jankowski et al., 2004; Sanabria et
al. 2001; Viallet et al., 2002,). It is therefore logical to agree on a certain diversity of trends in
F0 that can be either lowered or increased or unchanged. F0 trends diversity could be due
to biases related to patient age, gender, disease duration, variability of performance interand intra-individual as well as heterogeneity of measurement or evaluation methods.
Regarding F0 variability in sentences production, it is reported much lower values in PD
patients than normal subjects. Thus Canter (1963) noted frequency variations between 0.15
and 0.59 octaves for PD patients against 0.60 and 1.64 octaves for normal subjects. This
limited variability observed in PD may be related to laryngeal rigidity that induces
insufficient contraction including lack of crico-thyroid muscle which is mainly responsible
for F0 increase. In sustained vowel task, there is disclosed an increase in F0 variability from
cycle to cycle (Jitter) in patients, indicating an alteration of pneumophonic control stability
(Jankowski et al, 2004).
3.2 Intensity
Regarding the vocal intensity, the results of perceptual analysis and acoustic measurements
are not always consistent. For example, Fox and Ramig (1997) reported that the sonorous
volume of PD patients was significantly lower than control subjects, around 2 to 4 decibels
during speech production or other speech tasks such as sustained vowel. This result
demonstrates clearly the hypophonic caracter of parkinsonian dysarthria. The results of
other acoustic studies showed no significant differences between PD patients and normal
subjects (Canter, 1963; Metter & Hanson, 1986). The alteration or no of the sonorous volume
rather depend on the degree of severity of illness (Ludlow & Bassich, 1984). Despite these
mixed results, however, there would be leaning towards a small reduction of mean intensity
which falls within the phonatory incompetence associated with the subglottic pressure
decreasing. The shimmer is for intensity what the jitter is for frequency, and it reflects
intensity variability of sound vibration from cycle to cycle. A shimmer increasing in the task
of sustained vowel has been reported in Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients compared with
control subjects, indicating an alteration of laryngeal stability control (Jimenez et al., 1997).
These findings suggest that a reflex part of speech production control appears to be intact,
contrary to the dysfunction of voluntary control directly induced by the disease.
3.3 Abnormalities of vocal timbre
Acoustic measurements during sustained vowel confirmed the perceptual abnormalities of
timbre (blown, frayed or tremulous character) in addition to showing F0 and intensity
increasing variability from cycle to cycle, changes longer term due mainly to the tremor,
with a reduction of signal/noise ratio (Viallet & Teston, 2007).
3.4 Speed of speech
The speed of speech of PD patients is highly variable from one subject to another (Darley et
al, 1975). Some studies showed no significant difference between parkinsonian and normal
subjects (Ackermann & Ziegler, 1991; Ludlow et al. 1987). Other studies have reported a
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faster speech rate in PD patients (Weismes, 1984). Finally, the speech speed can also be
slower (Volkmann et al., 1992). These differences reflect not only the variability between
subjects, but also the possible variation of results depending on the task (Ho et al., 1998). In
all cases, Parkinsonian speech is marked by abnormalities which are described a long time
and may impact on speed: festination, palilalia and pseudo-stuttering with dysfluences
(Monfrais-Pfauwadel, 2005). What is more, the fine analysis of the acoustic signal from read
speech extracts with attentive listening has led to a better study of the Parkinsonian speech
temporal organization: the speed of speech tends to be slower. This slowness seems
correlated with a longer pause time, duration of breaks was found significantly higher in PD
patients compared with control subjects (Duez, 2005). In addition breaks inside of words
have been observed in PD patients and not in controls subjects. Finally many dysfluences,
such as omissions, repetitions and false starts, were found almost exclusively in PD patients.
Numerous breaks and dysfluences not only slow the speed of speech, but also deconstruct
the language units, disrupt perceptive waiting of listeners and finally degrade intelligibility.
3.5 Imprecise consonants
The most typical perceptual error articulatory in Parkinsonian dysarthria, namely the
realization of consonants as fricatives was also confirmed by the acoustic analysis. In effect
during these tests, it is found, instead of a silence due to normally carried out occlusion, a
signal corresponding to a low intensity friction noise due to air passage and defined as the
spirantisation phenomenon. Similarly, the lack of acoustic contrasts reflecting a lack of
articulation is a common feature of parkinsonian speech spectrograms (Kent & Rosenbek,
1982).
3.6 Other anomalies
Finally, other deviations were reported always in acoustic studies: the reduced duration of
formant transitions (Connor et al. 1989; Forrest et al., 1989), the voicing of voiceless
consonants assigned to the rigidity of the larynx, a control loss of voice onset time (VOT),
that is to say, the time between the release of the consonant and the beginning of voicing,
resulting in a lack of coordination between the larynx and articulatory organs (Forrest et al.,
1989; Lieberman et al., 1992).

4. Physiological analysis
It essentially uses electromyographic methods, vidéocinematographic, kinematic and
aerodynamic. It provides quantitative data on respiratory plans, phonatory and articulatory
(Teston, 2007).
4.1. Respiratory system
Kinematic studies have measured the thoracic and abdominal movements. The spirometric
measurements allowed to assess the volumes of mobilized air during inspiration and
expiration. At rest PD patients respiration is characterized by a shortening of respiratory
cycle at the expense of expiration and, moreover, a relative decline of thoracic participation
in respiratory movement. During speech production, it was noted in PD patients an
inspiratory volume reduction of the thoracic cage, and an increase in inspiratory abdominal
volume, which suggests an alteration of expiratory airflow necessary to set the appropriate
contribution of laryngeal vibrator (Solomon & Hixon, 1993).
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4.2 Phonatory system
The rigidity of the laryngeal musculature is a major determinant of hypophonia associated
with parkinsonian dysarthria. It has been demonstrated by studies in laryngoscopy which
provided direct light on the anomalies of the larynx. Larynx anomalies include glottal gap
by chord adherence default, sometimes hypertonia of ventricular bands and tremor which
can be localized at chordal level or above glottal part of vocal tract (Jiang et al., 1999;
Yuceturk et al., 2002). Laryngeal rigidity induces a particularly curved form of vocal cords
responsible for the unusually large and constant aperture of the vocal tract (Smith et al.,
1995).
4.3 Articulatory system
On physiological side it is mainly explored by electromyographic and kinematic methods. In
fact electromyographic and kinematic methods permit to analyze strenght and movement of
articulatory organs in order to better understand the motor speech disorders
4.3.1 Articulatory organs movement
The mobility of articulatory organs of speech, like other movements, is disturbed by two
major symptoms of Parkinson's disease: rigidity and hypokinesia.
The rigidity incrimination has been strengthened on the basis of certain works. For example
Hunker et al. (1982) were able to evaluate a coefficient of rigidity by applying known forces
on labial muscles and observing the resulting displacement. The lower lip of PD patients
showed a significantly higher rigidity than control subjects, whereas for the upper lip, there
was no significant difference between the two groups. Moreover a correlation between the
degree of rigidity and the movements’ reduction was observed by recording the lips
movement with a strain- gauge system in connection with the muscular activities of inferior
orbicularis and mentalis, (Barlow et al., 1983). However, this rigidity is not expressed
identically on all articulatory organs, affecting preferentially muscles which are poor in
neuro-muscular spindles and without stretch reflex such as the tongue comparatively to
other muscles which are richer in neuro-muscular spindles and with monosynaptic reflex
activity such as the jaw elevators (Abbs et al., 1987).
The hypokinetic character of some articulatory movements during parkinsonian speech is
reported in particular by Ackermann et al. (1993). In this study recording the lips and
tongue movements with an electromagnetic system during the repetition of syllables [pa]
and [ta], there was an increased frequency and decreased amplitude of articulatory
movements during the repetition of the syllable [ta] and no anomaly was found during the
repetition of the syllable [pa]. This result suggests that there may be different mechanical
properties between the tongue and lips. Kinematic studies also showed that hypokinesia of
muscles, thus the nature of motor performance, may depend on factors such as familiarity of
the task, the existence of visual guidance (Connor and Abbs, 1991) or even speed of speech
(Caligiuri, 1989). Finally the kinematic studies have also confirmed, in PD patients, lack of
coordination between different muscles involved in the complex activity that is speech
production. Indeed the kinematic analysis of jaw, upper and lower lip showed a different
motor behavior of these three structures. The lower lip was working normally when the
upper lip and jaw had velocity peaks and/or reduced amplitude of movement (Connor et
al., 1989).
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4.3.2 The articulatory organs forces
It is usually assessed by using force transducers (Barlow et al., 1983). Muscle abnormalities
are also detectable by using electromyographic explorations (Leanderson et al., 1971). The
latter, despite their relative inaccessibility to non-medical researchers and the difficulties
attached to their technical realization and interpretation, can provide a wealth of
information on the chronology of muscular events and agonist-antagonists relation (Teston,
2007). It has been noted in parkinsonian dysarthria abnormal electromyographic signal
during the study of orbicularis upper lip activity in repetition of the syllable [pa]. Indeed, in
PD patients comparatively with control subjects and during repetition, the short bursts of
muscle activity associated with each syllable had duration of shorter and shorter with an
associated reduction in their amplitude (Netsel et al., 1975).
These physiological analysis concerning only one level of peripheral production of speech
should be more and more replaced by the combined study of at least two levels; example of
such a combined analysis is provided by the study of pneumophonic coordination.
4.4 The pneumophonic coordination
It reflects the synergy of action that must exist during speech production between
respiratory and laryngeal levels. The measurement of subglottic pressure (SGP) is a good
indicator of this pneumophonic coordination. Indeed, the SGP is evaluable indirectly via the
intraoral pressure (IOP) during the production of plosives and depends on both the
expiratory airflow and laryngeal resistance. In other words, SGP results from a dynamic
conflict between air thrust forces and laryngeal resistance, so the evaluation of its trend in a
group of breath can give a powerful index of the speaker pneumophonic coordination
(Teston, 2007). So such a parameter, related to the aerodynamic side of speech production
with in addition its non-invasive character, can be relevant in the assessment of
parkinsonian dysarthria.

5. Relevance of the evaluation of aerodynamic parameters
Our research team has experience of using aerodynamic parameters in the assessment of
parkinsonian dysarthria. The measurement of such parameters has been performed in PD
patients and control subjects by using the voice evaluation system Eva 2 of SQ LAB society
in Aix-En-Provence.
5.1 Used parameters
We worked primarily on three parameters: the intra-oral pressure (IOP), the mean oral
airflow (MOAF) and laryngeal resistance (LR).
IOP is an indirect reflection of subglottic pressure which is itself nothing other than the
pressure exerted by the expiratory air column on the vocal cords. Subglottic pressure is an
important aerodynamic parameter and could allow a better understanding of some
dysfunctions in speech production system (Baken & Orlikoff, 2000).
The MOAF is another important aerodynamic parameter associated with the laryngeal
function and speech production. MOAF and subglottic pressure allow together a better
description of the aerodynamic component of speech production.
Finally, the LR is the ratio of IOP on the MOAF and should be able to give an idea about the
functioning level of laryngeal stage.
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5.2 Equipement and measurement technique
5.2.1 Equipement
We used in this study the vocal evaluation system EVA 2 developed by the Laboratory of
Speech and Language and sold by SQ-Lab society. EVA 2 operates as a workstation PC in
the Windows environment (See Figures 1 and 2) with different software applications
dedicated to acoustic and aerodynamic analysis of speech production.
The recording device includes an acoustic channel and two aerodynamic channels: one for
measurement of mean oral airflow (MOAF), the other for the IOP measurement. It is thus
possible to measure IOP during holding of a voiceless plosive. As a reminder, IOP is the
estimated subglottic pressure.

Eva 2 architecture

Architecture eva2

PC

with

PC
avec carte
acquisition
card
d’acquisition
16
channels
16 canaux

Sensors
Capteurs

Interface
Interface de
signal
conditionnement
conditioning
des
signaux

Fig. 1. General Feature of Eva 2 (workstation PC in the Windows environment)

Nose mouth

Nasal
Sensors

airflow

Oral airflow
sensors

Mouth
Microphone
IOP Sensors
SGP Sensors
Connection cable
to interface

Fig. 2. EVA 2 hand piece with accessories (microphone, mouth, sensors etc.)
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5.2.2 Technique
The measurement technique derives from the general theory of fluids dynamic applied to
the airway. According to this theory it is possible by adjustments of valves to estimate
pressure-flow upstream from the direct measurement of pressure-flow downstream of the
target site. The adjustments of valves in question occur naturally during the pronunciation
of certain sounds. For example, during production of the consonant / p / the lips are closed
while the glottis is open. In contrary during pronunciation of the vowel / a / the lips are
open while the glottis is closed. The different conformation of these examples of valves
located on the airway (glottis and lips) has a physical impact on the pressure and flow
dynamics prevailing inside airway. So during the realization of a voiceless plosive (/ p /),
there is a momentary equilibration of intra-oral and subglottic pressures. This equilibration
allows indirect assessment of SGP (upstream) via the direct measurement of IOP
(downstream). The momentary equilibration of subglottic and intra-oral pressures occurs
when holding the voiceless plosive because at this moment there is no phonation, the lips
are closed and the glottis is open. Thus the peak pressure generated by holding a voiceless
plosive may be considered as a "snapshot" of the subglottic pressure immediately preceding
phonation. Similarly during the realization of the vowel (/ a /) following a voiceless plosive
(lips are open and glottis is closed), it is possible to consider the oral airflow as a snapshot
of translaryngeal airflow because of continuity of flow through the upper airway when the
mouth is open. Once we got the two parameters, it suffices to calculate the ratio of intra-oral
pressure on the oral airflow to determine the laryngeal resistance (Smitheran & Hixon, 1981;
Demolin et al, 1997) (See Figure 3).

Airflow

Intensity
Intensi
Intensité

Lips
Intra-oral pressure

IOP

IOP

IOP

IOP

SGP

SGP

SGP

SGP

Cords
Subglottic pressure

1

[p]

2

[a]

1

[p]

2

[a]

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the subglottic pressure.
Intraoral pressure (IOP) is equivalent to the subglottic pressure (PSG) during the labial
occlusion of phoneme "p". Subglottic pressure is estimated indirectly by "Interrupted
Airway Method" (Smitheran & Hixon, 1981), method validated notably by Demolin et al.
(1997).
Measurements were performed while the subject produced at a constant rate the sentence
“Papa ne m’a pas parlé de beau-papa” (Daddy did not speak to me about daddy-in-law).
During this production, oral mouth was firmly against the underside of the face to minimize
air leakage (see Figure 4). Taking IOP is performed using a disposable suction catheter
approximately 4 mm (See Figure 5). The probe was placed between the incisors and should
not be crushed between the teeth or be obstructed by saliva.
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Mask
Nasal tip
1 and 2 : airflow sensors
Fig. 4. Oral mouth firmly against the underside of the face

Fig. 5. Note the suction probe for taking IOP (indicated by red arrow)
5.3 Patients and control subjects
The study included 24 subjects with PD who had an average age of 59 years (SD = 5.65) with
a mean duration of disease about 9, 9 years (SD = 3.27). Patients were recorded after
withdrawal of L-dopa for at least 12 h (condition called OFF DOPA).
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50 healthy subjects served as controls. They had an average age of 61 years (SD = 10, 5).
5.4 Statistical analysis
Statistical comparisons between groups (CTRL vs. OFF DOPA) were conducted on the basis
of a linear mixed model (software "R" version 2.6.2, http://www.r-project.org). This model
emerged as best suited to the analysis of grouped data. Indeed, the repeated measurements,
longitudinal studies are data that are presenting a group structure. And in our case, a single
individual is undergoing multiple measures, and structured data in this way no longer meet
one of the fundamental prerequisites for the validity of a classical linear model, namely the
independence of measures. We set our statistical comparisons as follows: measurements of
aerodynamic parameters (IOP, MOAF and LR) accounted for the numerical factor of the
model, the group (CTRL, OFF DOPA), the position of the consonant / p / in the sentence
produced (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6) and the subject (patients, controls) were the three factors
model variability.
A p-value less than 0.05 was accepted as statistical significance.
5.5 Results
In a study that involved 20 male patients registered in terms ON / OFF STIM and 11 control
subjects, measurement of IOP showed a statistically significant fall of this parameter in OFF
STIM patients compared to controls. The stimulation of Subthalamic nucleus (STN)
improved partially IOP with a statistically significant difference at the first two
measurement points whereas there was an effect of convergence on the third point (Sarr et
al., 2009).
In another study that focused on 24 patients registered in OFF DOPA condition and
compared with 50 control subjects, three parameters (IOP, MOAF and LR) were measured
on six / P / (P1 to P6) of the sentence « Papa ne m’a pas parlé de beau papa » that subjects
pronounced at a constant rate.
Here too, there was, as regards the IOP, a statistically significant decrease in patients
compared to controls (p = 0.0001) (See Table 1 and Figure 6).
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

OFF DOPA

3,84
(1,9)

6,22
(2,2)

4,46
(1,8)

4,7
(1,9)

4,49
(1,9)

4,26
(1,7)

CTRL

5,23
(2,00)

6,97
(2,15)

5,73
(1,90)

5,9
(1,93)

6,06
(1,98)

5,67
(2,00)

Table 1. Average of intraoral pressure (IOP) in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA
patients at six measurement points. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
Concerning mean oral airflow (MOAF) the curve of mean values at six points of
measurement in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA patients showed an convergent
aspect at extremities so that P1 and P6 while at the other measurement points (P2 to P5), the
two curves were clearly separated: that of control subjects remain above that of OFF DOPA
patients (see Table 2 and Figure 7). The comparison between the two groups was
statistically significant (p = 0.001).
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Fig. 6. Curve of the intra-oral pressure (IOP) in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA
patients at six measurement points.

OFF
DOPA
CTRL

DAOM 1
0,2
(0,09)
0,2
(0,08)

DAOM 2
0,16
(0,08)
0,21
(0,07)

DAOM 3
0,17
(0,08)
0,21
(0,07)

DAOM 4
0,17
(0,08)
0,20
(0,08)

DAOM 5
0,19
(0,07)
0,21
(0,06)

DAOM 6
0,2
(0,08)
0,2
(0,06)

Table 2. Average of mean oral airflow (MOAF) in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA
patients at six measurement points. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
NB: DAOM is the french abbreviation of mean oral air flow (MOAF)

Fig. 7. Curve of mean oral airflow (MOAF) in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA
patients at six measurement points.
Finally for the LR, the graphical representation of mean values at six points of measurement in
control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA patients showed on one hand a more linear overall
appearance of the control-subjects ‘curve, on the other hand, a curve of OFF Dopa patients
above that of control subjects from P1 to P4 and then, below, beyond P4. In addition standard
deviations were significantly larger in OFF DOPA patients than in control subjects (See Table
3 and Figure 8). The comparison between the two groups was statistically significant (p <0.05).
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RL 1
28,05
(20,50)
25,75
(16,92)

RL 2
51,22
(40,14)
35,38
(13,54)

RL 3
33,77
(23,1)
30,81
(11,83)

RL 4
33,99
(21,97)
33,40
(14,09)

RL 5
27,09
(16,27)
30,84
(11,64)

RL 6
29,21
(26,74)
33,64
(13,51)

Table 3. Mean of laryngeal resistance in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF DOPA patients at
six measurement points. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
NB: RL is the french abbreviation of laryngeal resistance (LR)

Fig. 8. Curve of mean values of laryngeal resistance (LR) in control subjects (CTRL) and OFF
DOPA patients at six measurement points.

Fig. 9. Histogram of mean values of laryngeal resistance (LR) in control subjects (CTRL) and
patients OFF DOPA at six measurement points, with standard deviations. The histogram
allows to better see the standard deviations significantly larger in patients.
5.6 Discussions
This new study that examined 24 patients and 50 control subjects confirms the decrease of
IOP on all six measurement points of the sentence when comparing patients with control
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subjects. The decrease of IOP, found in a previous study (Sarr et al., 2009), seems to confirm
definitively the alteration of this parameter in parkinsonian dysarthria. The decrease of IOP
in patients is due to dopamine deficiency inherent in PD. Dopamine deficiency induces a
dysfunction of the respiratory muscles that is partly responsible for the dysarthria (Murdoch
et al., 1989). Indeed there are, within overall poor control of expiratory airflow, an alteration
of the air quantity needed for the vibration of vocal cords (Jiang et al., 1999a ; Solomon &
Hixon, 1993). However, the SGP is the result of a surge in air column by the pressure of lung
with laryngeal resistance (Crevier-Buchman, 2007; Solomon, 2007). In the particular context
of this study, when measuring IOP via the GSP, the glottis is open, at that time so it's a
pressure gradient which is measured and not a static value. This gradient is the result of
coordinated action between the respiratory muscles and laryngeal floor, so it indicates
pneumophonic coordination quality. In PD, the fall in pulmonary pressure associated with
hypokinetic movements of laryngeal muscles induced an alteration of the SGP. So we have
shown in this study that it is possible to consider the GSP, or IOP, as a strong indicator of
Parkinsonian dysarthria in general and its pneumophonic side particularly. We confirm in
same time the results already published in a preliminary study (Sarr et al., 2009). Therefore,
the measurement of IOP may allow together, comparing OFF DOPA patients and control
subjects, assessment of the disease impact on speech disorders and contribution to
evaluation of somes therapies such as L-dopa and subthalamic nucleus stimulation on
parkinsonian dysarthria. As a reminder in our study (Sarr et al., 2009), STN stimulation
improves IOP significantly in the initial part of the expiratory phase.
Regarding the mean oral airflow (MOAF), no difference was found between patients in OFF
DOPA and control subjects at the first and last measurement point (P1 and P6). That means
patients and control subjects would develop the same speed to start and finish the sentence
« Papa ne m’a pas parlé de beau-papa ». Difference between the two groups was only noted
during the course of sentence production. Indeed at other measurement points (P2 to P5),
the curve of control subjects is well above that of patients in OFF DOPA, the difference
between the two groups was significant (p = 0.001). It is also found that the curve of control
subjects had a more stable pace with its roughly more linear shape (See figure 7). This could
reflect a greater mastery of oral airflow by control subjects. In other words, the relatively
greater irregularity of the curve of average values of MOAF in patients could reinforce the
idea of a less good control of the MOAF. The reported decrease of MOAF could merely be a
consequence of the fall in IOP. For example, assuming that laryngeal resistance is constant,
the drop in IOP is necessarily associated with diminution in MOAF. However it seems exist
in this study a large variability in laryngeal resistance in patients, as an overview was
provided us in the morphological analysis of their value curves. This suggests a relatively
fluctuating fall in MOAF which may also be related to tissue properties, configuration of the
glottis and impedance of the vocal apparatus (Jiang & Tao, 2007). It is reported more
generally in extrapyramidal syndromes glottic and supraglottic disorders such as movement
disorders. These disorders can obstruct completely or partially the upper airway to induce
sometimes severe airflow decrease (Vincken et al., 1984). The MOAF decline during speech
production of PD patients could also be explained by similar mechanisms, among others.
Finally for the laryngeal resistance (LR), Parkinson's disease could induce a greater
variability of this parameter in patients compared to control subjects, as evidenced by the
general morphology of control subjects and OFF DOPA patients’ curves. In other words,
control subjects would have more stable values of LR, which would mean that Parkinson’s
disease induces instability of laryngeal resistance. The values of standard deviations
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Percent of Total

significantly larger in OFF DOPA patients than control subjects, again reflecting greater
variability in the values of LR at all measurement points, seem to confirm this trend (See
Figure 9). The study of LR values distribution histogram in the two groups seems to be in
the same direction. Indeed, the histogram shows a fairly symmetrical distribution for control
subjects where OFF DOPA patients have more skewed distributions, with thus a tendency
to give most often higher LR values compared to control subjects (See Figure 10).
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Fig. 10. Histogram of the distribution of values of laryngeal resistance (Zlaryng).
There is a fairly symmetrical distribution for control subjects, while values distributions are
more skewed in OFF DOPA patients.
Laryngeal resistance is equal to the ratio of IOP on MOAF; its greater constancy among
control subjects may indicate a more perfect mastery of these two parameters. Besides this
relative constancy of laryngeal resistance in control subjects was found in the measures
performed by Smitheran and Hixon (1981). Smitheran and Hixon measurements were
performed to compare laryngeal resistance values in non-invasive technique of
measurement with those of invasive procedures. The mean laryngeal resistance in their
patients was 35.7 + / - 3.3 cm H20/LPS (all measurements are between 30 and 43, 1). Blosser
et al. (1992) reported similar values with a mean of 38.4 + / - 7.43 cm H20/LPS. In addition
laryngeal resistance may reflect the larynx subject behavior. This has been demonstrated in a
canine animal model which is able of maintaining, like humans, a constant subglottic
pressure during phonation. In this model it was found a significant rise in laryngeal
resistance when increasing the recurrent laryngeal nerve stimulation while the same nerve
paralysis induced a significant drop of laryngeal resistance (Nasri et al., 1994). This
significant rise in LR was also found in other disease involving larynx impairment with
patients ‘average to 65 + / - 8.15 cm H20/LPS (Blosser et al., 1992). We can therefore assume
that the instability of laryngeal resistance in OFF DOPA patients reflects a more variable
behavior of their larynx, but also a greater fluctuation in IOP and MOAF. We know, as seen
previously, that patients have IOP lower than those of control subjects at all measurement
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points. So the important rise of patients’ laryngeal resistance in the first half of the sentence,
beyond the intrinsic behavior of larynx, may result from a larger drop of their airflow as we
had also seen. Therefore the decline in patients’ IOP in the second half of the sentence would
induce the consequent decline of their laryngeal resistance. That’s why the global
evolutionary pace of patients’ curve shows increased laryngeal resistance in the first half of
the sentence and significant drop in the second half. These high laryngeal resistances in the
beginning of the sentence could be related to a lack of pneumophonic coordination, that is to
say a kind of phase shift between the air expiratory thrust and resistance state of the larynx.
Everything would go as if, when the expiratory air exerts its thrust, the larynx is still at
resistance level higher than normal. The larynx would amount only to a resistance normal
level later, which would explain the decrease of laryngeal resistance in the second half of the
sentence. In short, this phenomenon simply imitate, but this time at the pneumophonic
floor, the mechanism of control loss of voice onset time (VOT) which reflects a lack of
coordination between the larynx and articulatory organs (Forrest et al. 1989; Lieberman et
al., 1992).
It thus appears that there is in Parkinson's disease pneumophonic coordination impairments
which are evidenced by the fall in IOP and that of MOAF in patients compared with control
subjects. And it follows from the alteration of these two parameters a greater instability of
laryngeal resistance which is none other than ratio of two above mentioned parameters. For
didactic sake, we attempted to separately discuss the different parameters (IOP, MOAF and
LR). However it should be borne in mind that these parameters are closely related
functionally, and that any change in one inevitably has repercussions on the other two.
Indeed, the SGP (reflected here by the IOP) depends on the air expiratory column thrust and
laryngeal resistance (LR) while translaryngeal airflow (reflected here by the MOAF) is
merely the result of the conflict between expiratory thrust forces (SGP) and laryngeal
resistance (LR) forces (Crevier-Buchman, 2007; Solomon, 2007). Reported disturbances in the
three parameters pose the problem of events’ real chronology because of parameters’
correlation. Is it the increase in LR at the beginning of the sentence which induces a fall in
MOAF or, conversely, would it fall in MOAF resulting of expiratory thrust poor dynamic
that would cause the increase in LR? It could probably be a simultaneous mechanism
combining both alteration of expiratory dynamic (leading to fall in IOP and MOAF) and
elevated laryngeal resistance notably at sentence beginning (reinforcing the fall in MOAF).
Such a mechanism would both explain decrease in IOP and initial elevation of laryngeal
resistance which both lead to a decline in MOAF that patients would be tempted to correct
by vocal abuse. Finally, such a mechanism would fit perfectly to a lack of pneumophonic
coordination imitating, as we noted above, the lack of coordination in phono-articulatory
stage which induces the voice onset time (VOT).

6. Conclusion
Parkinson's disease, given the study of these three parameters, likely induces an alteration
of pneumophonic coordination involving a decrease in IOP, a decrease in MOAF and
instability of the LR. So the measurements of these three aerodynamics parameters, by
reflecting the dysfunction induced by disease, may well be relevant factors in parkinsonian
dysarthria evaluation. These parameters can also be valuable in evaluation of several
therapies used in Parkinson's disease treatment in general and dysarthria in particular. A
limit of the present work is the lack of acoustic parameters assessment. In fact we thought
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that the sentence "Papa ne m’a pas parlé de beau-papa" is less appropriate than other tasks
such as sustained vowel for evaluation of acoustic parameters. In any case, increasingly,
methods for assessing parkinsonian dysarthria should be larger, including both central and
peripheral levels of speech production. Future research to better understand and assess
parkinsonian dysarthria would benefit from taking more account of a more global study of
dysarthria contours.
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